Abstract. The Space Interferometry Mission (SIM) willbe the fastspace-based long baselineMichelsoninterferometer designed forprecision astrometry.It will addressa wide range ofproblemsinstellar astrophysics and Galactic structure, delivering precision astrometryof starsdown to 20 magnitude throughout the entire Galaxy.SIM usesa 10-m Michelsoninterferometer in Earth-trailing solarorbitto provide 4 microarcsecond(ttas) precision astrometry. With a 5-yearmissionlifetime, SIM will be a powerfultoolfordiscovering planetsaround nearbystars, through detection of thestellar reflex motion.The astrometric method complements theradial velocity techniquewhich as alreadyyieldedmany new planets, with an important benefit ofdirectly measuringplanetarymasses.SIM willhave a single-measurement precision of 1 ttas in a frame defined by nearby reference stars, enabling searches for planets with masses as small as a few earth masses around the nearest stars. More massive planets will be detectable to much larger distances. In addition to precision astrometry SIM will also serve an important role as a technology precursor for future astrophysics missions using interferometers. Two technologies demonstrated. will be high dynamic-range aperture synthesis imaging at lO-milliarcsec resolution in the optical, and fringe nulling to 10 -4.
Introduction
The kiloparsec.
An important goal for the mission is to detect the presence of earthsized planets orbitingnearby solar-typestars and study theircharacteristics in order to learn about the formation and evolutionof planetary systems that might include habitableplanets.SIM willsearch forearth-sizedplanets orbitingin or near the habitablezones of 50 of the most suitablesolar-type stars.
Because planets are extremely faint compared to the stararound which they orbit -typically10_ times fainterin the visible waveband, indirectdetectiontechniquesmust be used. In a two-body system, the components orbit around the center of mass of the system, so that the presenceof a comparativelysmall body, such as a planet,around a star induces a 'wobble'on its motion which can be detected by tracing the motion of the centerof lightof the system. The well-known radialvelocitymethod utilizes the Doppler shift resultingfrom the radialmotion of the star.With a resolutionof better than 10 m/s, many giant planets around severalsolar-typestarshave been found [3] . With thistechnique,the mass of the planet isunknown to a factor(sin{)
where i isthe inclination of orbit plane to the lineof sight. SIM willdetect large (5 to 10 earth masses) terrestrial planets orbiting nearby solar-typestarsand study theircharacteristics in order to learnabout the roleof rocky cores in the formation and evolution of planetary systems.
It willsearch a large nearby sample for planets which formed as rocky cores in the region closerto theirparent starsthan the inner boundary of the ice condensation zones in theirproto-planetarydisks.
SIM willexplore the prevalence of planetary systems as a function of stellar type along the main sequence, sincethe spectralcharacteristics of the parent star do not affectthe sensitivity of the astrometric detectionmethod.
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SINI Astrometric Science
The discoveryand characterization of planetary systems around nearby stars isa prime objectivefor SIM, as indicated above. But the scienceprogram for SIM isvery broad, and willimpact many areas of astrophysicsincluding fundamental astrophysics, the cosmic distance scale,and Galacticdynamics and structure [5] .SIbl offersthe abilityto make astrometric measurements with an accuracy far in excess of ground-based observations,or any other
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Stephen Unwin space mission in the near term. As well as contributingstrongly to known astrophysical problems, ithas the potentialforcompletely unexpected results.
With an absolute positionalaccuracy of 4 ttas,SIM will improve on the best currentlyavailablemeasures by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, providing parallaxes accurate to 10% and transverse velocities accurate to 0.2 km/s anywhere in the Galaxy, to starsas faintas 20 magnitude.
The followingisa brieflist of some of the important areasof astrophysics in which SIM willplay an important role:
• Stellar Dynamics of the Galaxy. Using precision astrometry, SIM will address many fundamental questions concerning the mass distribution in our Galaxy, the dynamics of its stars, and the evolution of its stellar populations.
• • MA ClIO Gravitational Microlensing Events. SIM will be able to detect the astrometric signature of microlensing events caused by massive compact halo objects (MACHOs) along the line of sight [6] . Masses for these objects can be inferred, providing important clues to the nature of dark matter in the Galaxy.
• Ages o.f Globular Ousters. Stellar evolution models for clusters apparently conflict with the age of the universe inferred from the Hubble expansion.
SIM will measure the distances to globular clusters directly using trigonometric parallax, and hence the luminosities of the oldest main-sequence stars can be determined. Subtle effects due to reddening and metallicity effects can be studied.
• Dynamics of Small Stellar Systems. By measuring the proper motions of globular clusters, the mass distribution of the Galaxy can be determined.
This will help our understanding of the formation of the Galactic halo and the globular cluster system. Tidal tails from disrupted dwarf spheroidal galaxies [7] also provide a powerful means of tracing the Galactic potential.
